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Abstract: Updating topographic maps in multi-representation databases is crucial to a number
of applications. An efficient way to update topographic maps is to propagate the updates from
large-scale maps to small-scale maps. Because objects are often portrayed differently in maps of
different scales, it is a complicated process to produce multi-scale topographic maps that meet
specific cartographical criteria. In this study, we propose a new approach to update small-scale maps
based on updated large-scale maps. We first group spatially-related objects in multi-scale maps
and decompose the large-scale objects into triangles based on constrained Delaunay triangulation.
We then operate the triangles and construct small-scale objects by accounting for cartographical
generalization rules. In addition, we apply the Tabu Search algorithm to search for the optimal
sequences when constructing small-scale objects. A case study was conducted by applying the
developed method to update residential areas at varied scales. We found the proposed method
could effectively update small-scale maps while maintaining the shapes and positions of large-scale
objects. Our developed method allows for parallel processing of update propagation because it
operates grouped objects together, thus possesses computational advantages over the sequential
updating method in areas with high building densities. Although the method proposed in this study
requires further tests, it shows promise with respect to automatic updates of polygon data in the
multi-representation databases.

Keywords: cartography; geographic information system; spatial data infrastructure; Tabu Search;
parallel processing

1. Introduction

Spatial data infrastructures provide valuable information to the academic community, the
industrial and private sectors, and the government [1]. Mapping agencies, such as the National
Administration of Surveying Mapping and Geo-information in China, produce and maintain large
amounts of topographic maps and geospatial datasets that characterize the same geographic areas
in varied themes and at different scales. For areas that experience massive land-cover and land-use
changes, for example South China where rapid urban expansion has taken place during the past
few decades [2], timely updates of topographic datasets, especially buildings and roads, are required
to support a number of downstream applications, such as land use monitoring, natural resource
management, road construction, and urban planning [3–5].

To meet the practical demands of database maintenance and updating, multiple representation
databases (MRDB) are often established as a virtual system to organize the data layers of different
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scales by building linkages among corresponding features in different data layers [6,7]. One way
to update MRDBs is to update each individual data layer at its own scale, a process which is often
time-consuming and labor-intensive. Another way is to update objects in the large-scale map (i.e., a
map that shows small areas with detailed features) and then use cartographical generalization methods
to produce new objects in the small-scale map (i.e., a map that shows large areas with generalized
features) [8]. However, direct implementation of the cartographical generalization methods needs to
be cautious because the newly produced small-scale objects could possibly conflict with the original
small-scale objects.

A feasible method to update MRDB efficiently is to update objects in the large-scale map and then
propagate updates to the linked objects in the small-scale map [9]. Once the corresponding objects
or features at different scales are properly linked in MRDB, updates of the larger-scale maps [10,11]
could allow for direct updates of the smaller-scale maps by modifying the linked objects [12,13].
In this method, propagating updates from larger-scale maps to smaller-scale maps is an important
procedure but remains challenging, because the same entity is often portrayed differently in maps at
different scales and the topological relations between corresponding objects are complex. For example,
a hospital represented by several separated polygons in a large-scale map could be mapped as a single
polygon in the small-scale map, and then updates of an individual polygon in the large-scale map
could result in varied operations to the polygon in the small-scale map depending on various factors,
such as the topological relation, the scale ratio, and the cartographical generalization rule. In essence,
how to process updating information in large-scale objects and modify corresponding small-scale
objects is the key to successful update propagation.

Most of the methods to date apply a sequential processing strategy that traverses each updated
object in the large-scale maps and updates the corresponding objects in the small-scale maps [14].
The sequential updating method is computational-intensive especially when there are large numbers
of existing and/or updated large-scale objects, and sometimes results in small-scale objects with
unusual shapes and complex topological relations that do not fully satisfy cartographic requirements.
A possible way to enhance the updating efficiency is to first group the updated large-scale objects and
then operate them together for updating the corresponding small-scale object, such that all updated
large-scale objects can be processed together, making the updating procedure parallel.

The objectives of this paper are to: (1) develop a parallel method to process updated residential
areas in the large-scale maps using constrained Delaunay triangulation; and (2) design a method
to produce the small-scale maps by reconstructing the updated objects based on the Tabu Search
algorithm. We first describe our methodological principles and then present a case study to assess the
performance of our methods.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Brief Description of the Concept of Update Propagation

A brief description on propagating updates among multi-scale datasets in MRDB is given here
because it is fundamental to understand our following work. Key inputs to propagating updates of
residential areas from larger-scale to smaller-scale maps include the updated objects in the large-scale
maps, the types of object updates in the large-scale maps, and the to-be-updated objects in the small-scale
maps [15]. Given the updated objects and the types of object updates in the large-scale maps, one central
task of update propagation is to find the to-be-updated objects in the small-scale maps based on the
object-matching relationships and redefine objects in the small-scale maps.

The types of object updates in the large-scale maps, which will be propagated to objects in the
small-scale maps, generally include attribute updates (e.g., land use types, household ownerships)
and geometric updates [16–18]. The geometric updates in maps of the same scale include various
operations of vector polygons [19], such as addition (i.e., objects are newly added), deletion (i.e., objects
are removed), aggregation (i.e., several objects are merged into a new one), partition (i.e., one object is split
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into several new objects), exaggeration (i.e., important objects are enlarged), and geometric transformation
(i.e., objects are reshaped and transformed to another projection).

The object-matching relationships denote the linkages among corresponding objects in maps of
different scales. Since we focus on residential areas (i.e., polygon vectors) in this study, common
types of the object-matching relationships often denoted by the ratio between the object numbers in the
large-scale and the small-scale maps (i.e., large-scale: small-scale) include 0:1, 1:0, 1:1, m:1 (m > 1), 1:n
(n > 1), and m:n (m > 1 and n > 1) matching of objects. The object-matching relationships that link updated
objects and to-be-updated objects can be established based on spatial analysis on topology relationships,
relative distances, and geometric shapes [20,21]. Studies have also developed complex methods, such
as the linking-tree model [22], the generalization log model [23], and the area partition method [24], to
link objects in MRDB.

The propagation of updates needs to satisfy specific cartographical requirements that could
vary in different studies and applications. Generally, all the built small-scale objects should reserve
the spatial characteristics of the large-scale objects as close as possible in term of polygon shapes,
polygon areas, and polygon positions. Specifically, because the purpose of this study is to update
residential areas in the scale maps, we account for common cartographical generalization criteria as
follows: (1) Maximum distance for aggregation: the newly added large-scale objects if close to existing
large-scale objects of the same attribute type needs to be synthesized into the group of large-scale
objects and processed together to update the small-scale object, meaning we need to perform the
operation of aggregation to search for all corresponding objects within a specific maximum distance;
(2) Shape suitability: considering the cartographical effects of mapping residential areas, small-scale
objects after updates should have near-regular shapes. Irregular parts in the polygon (e.g., small
needle-shaped polygons connected to a large rectangle polygon) are considered unsuitable and require
further processing; (3) Rectangularity: due to the spatial characteristics of the residential areas, updated
polygons if having near-rectangular interior angles are expected to have rectangular interior angles
and need to be processed to a rectangle; (4) Minimum representable area: each object in a topographic
map needs to have an area greater than a minimum representable area to be viewable and meaningful;
otherwise, exaggeration or deletion needs to be applied to important or unimportant objects, respectively.

2.2. A Parallel Strategy of Update Propagation

Figure 1 illustrates the main steps in the workflow of our method. We group the corresponding
objects at different scales and then decompose the updated objects in the large-scale maps into triangles
based on constrained Delaunay triangulation, which are further edited and constructed into objects in
the small-scale maps. In essence, we transform the problem of update propagation to the selection
and combination of a bunch of tiny triangles, such that the small-scale object can be produced from all
corresponding triangles simultaneously to meet the cartographical generalization criteria. Each step is
further explained in following sections.

2.2.1. Group Corresponding Objects

To achieve parallel update propagation, spatially-related objects in maps of different scales
need to be grouped together for later processing. Considering the types of object updates in the
large-scale maps, there are three fundamental operations for update propagation: (1) addition (e.g.,
new buildings added in the large-scale map have no matching objects in the small-scale map, then
based on cartographical generalization rules, objects within a certain distance in both the large- and
small-scale maps are grouped); (2) deletion (e.g., buildings removed in the large-scale map have
a corresponding object in the small-scale map, then the corresponding small-scale object and its
associated large-scale objects are grouped); and (3) modification (e.g., buildings are modified in the
large-scale maps in terms of attribute updates or geometric updates, then the corresponding small-scale
object and its associated large-scale objects along with large-scale objects within a certain distance
are grouped). To simplify the process of update propagation, other types of object updates in the
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large-scale maps, such as aggregation, partition, exaggeration, and geometric transformation, can be
converted to the above-mentioned three types of operations.
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Figure 1. The workflow to propagate the updates of residential areas in multi-representation databases.

2.2.2. Build Constrained Delaunay Triangulation

Large-scale objects are decomposed into groups of triangles based on constrained Delaunay
triangulation. The method of constrained Delaunay triangulation is a computational process that breaks
polygons into certain segments and forces these segments into triangles [25]. Constrained Delaunay
triangulation is widely used in Geographic Information System (GIS) applications [26–28] and is
embedded in common GIS software (e.g., the ArcGIS software). One key in building constrained
Delaunay triangulation is to determine the vertex of each triangle, such that the point sets of vertex
could maximize the smallest interior angle of all triangles. We traverse each individual object within
the groups of objects, and extract the vertex of each object as the nodes of the triangulation (Figure 2).
In addition, because it is necessary to maintain the general shape of the objects in update propagation,
the sides of the original polygons are used as conditional boundaries to constrain the extraction of the
vertex when building a constrained Delaunay triangulation.

2.2.3. Trim Constrained Delaunay Triangulation

To propagate updates of objects from large- to small-scale maps, we need to fuse the built network
of triangles, where the key is to select triangles properly. Accounting for the spatial relationship
between updated objects and to-be-updated objects, the rules to operate the triangles are simple: (1) we
discard triangles that are intersected with the deleted large-scale objects or triangles that are outside
the boundary of the object group and are adjacent to the deleted object; and (2) we reserve triangles
that are within the newly added large-scale objects, triangles that are adjacent to the newly added
large-scale object, and triangles that are located within the unchanged small-scale object. Figure 2
illustrates the operations on the built network of triangles.
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Figure 2. Examples of the processing of constrained Delaunay triangulation are shown for (a) the
group of corresponding objects and extracted vertex; (b) built constrained Delaunay triangulation;
(c) discarded triangles intersected with the deleted object; (d) discarded triangles that are outside the
boundary of the object group and are adjacent to the deleted object; (e) reserved triangles that are
located within the unchanged part of the small-scale object; (f) reserved triangles that are located within
the newly added or modified large-scale object; (g) reserved triangles that are adjacent to the newly
added large-scale object; and (h) trimmed constrained Delaunay triangulation.

2.2.4. Construct New Small-Scale Objects Using the Tabu Search Algorithm

Consider a trimmed network of constrained Delaunay triangulation as follows:

T “ rt1, t2, t3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tns (1)

where ti “ 1:n denotes each triangle element in the network.
The key to constructing small-scale objects is to determine the sequence of triangle combination

that satisfies cartographical generalization criteria and achieve the best generalization results (e.g.,
maintain the general shape of the corresponding objects, sustain minimum changing areas, sustain
minimum moves of vertex). Due to the cartographical generalization criteria, the processing of update
propagation is far more complicated than simple merging of all remaining triangles, because the
outcome of the constructed small-scale objects are dependent on the processing sequences of triangles
and the cartographical operations. Reconstructing large-scale objects to produce small-scale objects is
essentially a problem of combinatorial optimization.

Here we use the Tabu Search algorithm to process the construction of the small-scale objects.
The Tabu Search algorithm could obtain near-optimal solutions to the combinatorial problems [29,30].
It searches for global near-optimal solutions without repeating searches by allowing temporary
acceptance of worse solutions to avoid being trapped in a local optimum. In the Tabu Search algorithm,
potential solutions are stored in the Tabu list, which are used to avoid repeating searches and to find
the acceptable solution. The Tabu Search algorithm has a wide range of applications, such as job-shop
scheduling, vehicle routing planning, and design of groundwater remediation systems [31–33].

Figure 3a illustrates the procedures to apply the Tabu Search algorithm for constructing the
small-scale objects. We first obtain an initial solution to the processing sequence as the current seed
and test whether constructed small-scale objects based on the solution satisfy the termination criteria.
The iteration processes terminate if the maximum number of iterations is reached or the constructed
small-scale objects based on the current seed solution satisfy the mapping criteria (i.e., the constructed
small-scale objects fit all cartographical constraints). If the termination criteria are satisfied, the
best solution in the Tabu list is chosen as the final output; otherwise, neighborhood solutions to the
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processing sequence are generated as candidates based on the neighborhood structure of the current
seed. If constructed small-scale objects based on one candidate solution could satisfy the aspiration
criterion (see the cost function in Section Neighborhood Solutions and Their Evaluation), the solution
is added to the Tabu list directly and updated as the current seed; otherwise, the neighborhood
solutions are evaluated, whereas the best one is added to the Tabu list and updated as the current seed.
The process is repeated iteratively until the termination criteria are satisfied.
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Initial Solution

To obtain the initial solution to the processing of triangles for generating small-scale objects, it is
necessary to build a matrix that is indicative of the adjacent relationships of triangles based on the
topological relation as follows:

R “

»

—

—

—

–

Rt1,t1 Rt1, t2 . . . Rt1,tn
Rt2,t1 Rt2,t2 . . . Rt2,tn

. . . . . . Rti,tj . . .
Rtn,t1 Rt2,tn . . . Rtn,tn

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(2)

where ti“1:n denotes each triangle element in the network as described in Equation (1), and Rti,tj is a
Boolean variable, where Rti,tj “ 1 indicates that ti and tj are adjacent and Rti,tj “ 0 indicates that ti and
tj are not adjacent.

Given the matrix of the adjacent relationships, the initial solution of the processing sequence
list can be obtained based on the following steps: (1) A triangle is randomly selected from the
constrained Delaunay triangulation as the seed and added to the processing sequence list; (2) If there
are neighborhood triangles of the seed element, one neighborhood triangle is randomly chosen as the
seed and added to the processing sequence list; otherwise, the first step is repeated; (3) The second step
is repeated until all triangles in the constrained Delaunay triangulation are added to the processing
sequence list.
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Construct Small-Scale Objects Based on a Given Solution

To evaluate a given solution to the processing sequence of triangles, it is necessary to construct
small-scale objects, of which the process has to account for cartographical generalization rules.
Therefore, the construction of small-scale objects can be achieved based on the following steps
(Figure 3b): (1) We start from the first element in the processing sequence list; (2) We combine
the current polygon with the next triangle in the processing sequence list and check whether the
combined polygon violates cartographical constraints; (3) If the cartographical constraints are violated
(e.g., an interior angle of the polygon is small), the combined polygon is modified (e.g., the operation
of rectangularity) to meet the cartographical constraints. If, even after modification, the combined
polygon could not meet the cartographical constraints, the newly added triangle is discarded; (4) Step 2
is repeated until all triangles in the processing sequence list are handled and the small-scale object
is built.

There are three operations to meet cartographical constraints during the construction of small-scale
objects: (1) Exclusion of unsuitable triangles: unsuitable triangles (e.g., small long narrow triangles
connected to the main polygon) are possibly introduced when building or trimming constrained
Delaunay triangulation [34]. If the triangle has a very small interior angle and if it does not share
a common side with other triangles or it only shares one very short side with other triangles, the
corresponding triangle is considered as an unsuitable triangle and is excluded during the construction
of the small-scale objects; (2) Rectangularity: given a near-rectangular interior angle, rectangularity
is to convert the interior angle to a rectangle, which is done by drawing a vertical line from the
corresponding vertex that connects to the shorter side to the longer side and regenerating the shape of
the polygon; (3) Elimination of small objects: if the object in a topographic map has an area smaller
than the minimum representable area, the corresponding object is removed because we do not consider
the operation of exaggeration in the current study. An example provided in Figure 4b illustrates the
application of the operations when constructing the small-scale objects.
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Neighborhood Solutions and Their Evaluation

If the constructed small-scale objects does not satisfy the mapping criteria, a neighborhood
solution is generated based on the neighborhood structure Equation (2), which is derived based
on the spatial relationship of the triangles. First, each adjacent triangle of the first element in
the current processing sequence list is set as the first element of the new processing sequence
list. If there are no adjacent triangles of the first element in the current processing sequence list,
three random and unsearched triangles are chosen as the first elements of the new processing sequence
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list. Second, similar to the method that derives the initial solution of the processing sequence list
(Section Initial Solution) we start with the given first elements of the processing sequence lists to obtain
new solutions as the neighborhood solutions. Last, we evaluate neighborhood solutions that are used
to construct small-scale objects and add the optimal solution to the Tabu list.

Evaluating the solutions needs to account for how well the constructed small-scale object
meets cartographical constraints and reserves the spatial characteristics of the large-scale objects [35].
Because we have already modified the small-scale objects to meet cartographical constraints when
constructing small-scale objects, we use a cost function to evaluate the reservation of the spatial
characteristics as follows:

Icost “ w1 Ias `w2 Ips `w3 Iss (3)

where Icost is the overall cost function; Ias, Ips, and Iss represent the area similarity index, the position
similarity index, and the shape similarity index, respectively; and w1, w2, and w3 are weighting
functions. When performing the evaluation in our study, all weights have a value of 1/3.

The components in the cost functions are derived as follows:

Ias “ 1´
|As ´ Al|

max pAs, Alq
(4)

Ips “ 1´

b

pXs ´ Xlq
2
` pYs ´Ylq

2

b

max pXs, Xlq
2
`max pYs, Ylq

2
(5)

Iss “
Ao

max pAs, Alq
(6)

where As and Al are the areas of corresponding small- and large-scale objects, respectively; Xs and Xl
are the horizontal coordinates of the centroid point of the small- and large-scale objects, respectively; Ys

and Yl are the vertical coordinate of the centroid point of the small- and large-scale objects, respectively;
ALt and ASt are the total areas of corresponding objects in the large- and small-scale maps, respectively;
and Ao is the overlapping area between the small- and large-scale objects. All indices have the value
between 0 and 1, thus the value of the overall cost function Icost ranges from 0 to 1.

2.2.5. Parallel versus Sequential Updating

The method that we developed essentially supports parallel processing of updated residential
areas to produce small-scale objects, and is different from the sequential processing method. Figure 4
shows an example that illustrates the difference between parallel and sequential processing in
constructing small-scale objects. The sequential method chooses to traverse all updated large-scale
objects sequentially and propagate them to the small-scale objects [8,36]. For the m:1 object-matching
relationship, the sequential method neglects the mutual connections among adjacent large-scale
objects and propagates the updates one by one, thus resulting in a heavy computational burden.
In comparison, our method groups large-scale objects and operates all decomposed triangles together,
thereby potentially improving the computational efficiency.

2.3. Case Study and Materials

We applied our method to update the digital maps of residential areas in the Zengcheng city
in south China. The digital maps shown in Figure 5 were obtained from local Administration of
Surveying Mapping and Geo-Information, and were provided for three different scales (i.e., 1:500,
1:2000, and 1:10,000). All original maps were produced for the year of 2005 (Figure 5a–c). The 1:500
map was updated for the year of 2013 (Figure 5d) and the 1:2000 and 1:10,000 topographical maps
were maps to be updated. To evaluate the obtained results, the 1:2000 and 1:10,000 topographic maps
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(Figure 5e,f, respectively) were also manually updated by professionals based on the updated 1:500
topographic map.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2016, 5, 80 9 of 15 
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Figure 5. The study materials are shown for (a) the 1:500 topographic map; (b) the 1:2000 topographic
map; (c) the 1:10,000 topographic map; (d) the updated 1:500 topographic map; (e) the updated 1:2000
topographic map; and (f) the updated 1:10,000 topographic map.

The produced small-scale maps have to meet cartographic constraints. Referring to the regulations
of cartographic symbols for national fundamental scale maps in China, the maximum distance for
aggregation is set as 1 and 2 m for the 1:2000 and 1:10,000 topographic maps, respectively; the tolerance
of data error in the map is set as 1 and 1.5 m for the 1:2000 and 1:10,000 topographic maps, respectively;
and the minimum representable area in the map is set as 24 and 48 square meters for the 1:2000 and
1:10,000 topographic maps, respectively.

In addition, to understand how the method of update propagation would influence the spatial
pattern of residential areas in maps of different scales, the building density index is used in our case
study and is derived as follows:

IBD “

ř

Ai
Agrid

(7)

where IBD is the building density index, Ai is the area of each polygon of the residential area located
in a given grid, and Agrid is the total area of a grid.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Accuracy Analysis

Figure 6 shows the updated topographic maps at the scales of 1:2000 and 1:10,000. The spatial
patterns of our updated topographic maps at different scales match that produced at the scale of 1:500.
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Table 1 shows statistical results for updates of residential areas among different scales. The mean
values of the position similarity index, the area similarity index, and the shape similarity index are
almost all more than 0.80, indicating that the geometric characteristics of large-scale objects are retained
well in the update processing. The mean values of the position similarity index are all higher than
0.99, suggesting that the offsets of the centroid points between large- and small-scale objects are
quite small. The changes of polygon areas and polygon shapes among objects at different scales are
dependent on the scale factor, the object-matching relationship and the cartographical operations.
For example, the 1:1 object-matching relationship has higher values of area similarity index than other
object-matching relationships, largely because gaps between updated large-scale objects are filled in the
small-scale map when constructing small-scale objects for the m:1 or m:n object-matching relationships.
Similarly, objects with the m:1 object-matching relationship have lower values of area similarity
and shape similarity than others, because building polygons are often merged when updating the
small-scale maps. Such effects are shown to be strong when updating the 1:10,000 topographic map,
resulting in relatively low values of area similarity and shape similarity.
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topographic map.

Table 1. Statistical analysis of the updated small-scale maps for different object-matching relationships
as compared with the corresponding large-scale topographic maps.

Update
Propagation Object-Matching Mean Position

Similarity
Mean Area
Similarity

Mean Shape
Similarity

1:500 to 1:2000 1:1 0.999 0.998 0.998
m:1 0.999 0.871 0.879
m:n 0.999 0.900 0.898

1:2000 to 1:10,000 1:1 0.999 0.859 0.859
m:1 0.998 0.685 0.805
m:n 0.998 0.867 0.842

The shape similarity index is further studied to understand the influence of the number of objects
that are grouped on the updating of the large-scale maps (Figure 7). Generally, the values of the shape
similarity index are higher when updating the 1:2000 topographic maps than when updating the
1:10,000 topographic maps, mainly because the influence of cartographical generalization on update
propagation is stronger when updating smaller-scale maps. The shape similarity index is consistently
high but decreases slightly as the updated object numbers increase because the more large-scale objects
are updated, the more geometric modifications likely occur when constructing small-scale objects.
The modification operation has to deal with both newly added and newly deleted objects, and thus
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likely has more mapping uncertainties and leads to lower values of shape similarity than the operations
of addition and deletion.
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Figure 7. Analysis between the number of updated objects in a group and shape similarity index is
shown for (a) propagating updates from the 1:500 map to the 1:2000 map; and (b) propagating updates
from the 1:2000 map to the 1:10,000 map.

When updating the 1:2000 topographic maps, the deletion operation results in higher shape
similarity than the addition operation. One reason is that some of the added objects in the
1:500 topographic maps violate the cartographical rule of minimum representable area. If these
newly added polygons have no adjacent objects to combine for producing small-scale objects, they are
not included in the 1:2000 topographic maps, thus resulting in decreased values of the shape similarity
index. For the operation of deletion, most propagated updates are used to modify small-scale objects
and thus only have slight impacts on the shape similarity index. The operation of modification
often involves complex processing of updates, and thus results in relatively lower values of the
shape similarity index. When updating the 1:10,000 topographic maps, only a few objects violate the
cartographical rule of the minimum representable area, and the operation of addition gives higher
values of the shape similarity index than the other operations.

In addition to the above accuracy assessment by making comparisons between the large-scale
maps and the updated small-scale maps, Table 2 summarizes the statistical results for the comparisons
between the algorithm-updated maps and the manually updated maps at the same scale. Most of the
values are as high as above 0.90 in Table 2 and nearly all values in Table 2 are higher than in Table 1,
mainly because the map scales are matched when conducting the statistical analysis. The pattern
shown in Table 2 is similar to that shown in Table 1. For example, the m:1 object-matching relationships
gives the lowest values of area similarity and shape similarity, largely due to the aggregation operation
of multiple building polygons. These results suggest that our method is able to provide accurate
updates of topographic maps as evaluated against manually updated maps.

Table 2. Statistical analysis of the updated maps for different object-matching relationships as compared
with manually updated topographic maps.

Updated Maps Object-Matching Mean Position
Similarity

Mean Area
Similarity

Mean Shape
Similarity

1:2000 1:1 0.999 0.985 0.984
m:1 0.999 0.971 0.975
m:n 0.999 0.976 0.978

1:10,000 1:1 0.999 0.975 0.970
m:1 0.999 0.908 0.895
m:n 0.999 0.917 0.906
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3.2. The Spatial Pattern of Building Densities

Figure 8 shows the building densities in the updated topographic maps to help understand
the influences of updating residential areas. The maps that are classified into 7-by-7 regular grid
cells are shown to have differences of building densities among topographic maps of different scales.
The reason is largely due to the multi-scale representations of entities and cartographical generalization
such as aggregation of adjacent objects and deletion of small objects. Grids with large differences in
building densities mainly coincide with areas of high building densities such as grid 16 and 38. Table 3
lists the numbers of grid cells for different building densities. The number of grid cells in each class
only has slight differences, indicating that propagated updates effectively maintain building densities
in the topographic maps of different scales and generally keep the spatial patterns of residential area.
For most of the cases, the number of grids in the small-scale map increases for areas with high building
densities, mainly because many blank areas in-between adjacent objects in the large-scale map are
filled up in the small-scale map due to the aggregation operation.
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Figure 8. Analysis of building densities among multi-scales updated maps is shown for (a) building
densities of the 1:500 map; (b) building densities of the 1:2000 map; (c) building densities of the
1:10,000 map; (d) the differences in building densities between the 1:500 map and the 1:2000 map; and
(e) the differences in building densities between the 1:2000 map and the 1:10,000 map.

Table 3. Statistical summaries for building densities in the updated maps.

Building
Density Index

Number of Grids
(1:500)

Number of Grids
(1:2000)

Number of Grids
(1:10,000)

0.000–0.075 26 26 27
0.075–0.150 5 5 3
0.150–0.225 7 6 6
0.225–0.300 6 8 5

>0.300 5 4 8
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Figure 9 shows the relationship between the shape similarity indexes of the updated objects and
building densities. The shape similarity index appears to decrease as the building densities increase
when updating the 1:2000 and 1:10,000 topographic maps. The influences of cartographic operations
are stronger in areas with high building densities than in areas with low building densities, resulting
in a relatively low shape similarity index in areas with high building densities. When conducting
simple correlation analysis between the shape similarity indexes and building densities, the correlation
coefficient is insignificant as denoted by the p values, though the shape similarity index has a small
decreasing trend, indicating that propagated updates effectively maintained the shapes of updated
objects for varied building densities in topographic maps of different scales.
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3.3. Comparisons between Sequential and Parallel Updating

Comparisons between the sequential and parallel updating methods are shown in Figure 10 to
help understand their differences in computational efficiency, as measured by the metric of average
updated object numbers per second. In areas with low building densities (IBD ă 0.15), the sequential
updating method appears to be faster than the parallel updating method. One reason is that areas of
low building densities have sparse polygons of updated residential areas and many 1:1 object-matching
relationships. It is relatively easy to operate individual object updates sequentially, but it could take
time to analyze the triangle networks in our proposed parallel method. Because there are more
m:1 object-matching relationships in areas with medium (0.15 ă IBD ă 0.30 ) and high (IBD ą 0.30)
building densities, the parallel updating method could effectively reduce the computation burden.
In areas with high building densities, the parallel updating method is shown to increase the
computational speed by 27.8%. We did not compare our method with other sophisticated methods,
due to difficulties in obtaining their source code.
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4. Conclusions

To update residential areas in multi-representation databases, we propose a new method to
propagate updates of large-scale objects to produce small-scale objects. The method decomposes
large-scale objects into triangles based on constrained Delaunay triangulation. The Tabu Search
algorithm is applied to find the solutions to combine triangles and construct small-scale objects that
satisfy cartographical constrains. We applied the developed method to update topographic maps
and found that the updated small-scale maps have similar patterns to the large-scale maps in terms
of vertex displacement, area changes, and morphological changes. Because the method operates on
triangles together and allows for parallel processing of update propagation, it acts more effectively in
areas with high building densities than the method that operates objects sequentially. The method,
though it requires further tests on other locations, shows promise to update residential areas in
multi-representation databases.
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